I’m Ready To Sell
My Business

Introduction

Why have we put this
booklet together?

To help you make good decisions
Over the years, we have worked with many clients (and their advisers) facing the same fundamental issues when
it comes to selling their business.
So, we have picked their brains, collected their thoughts and overlayed it with our experience. The result is this
booklet.
The tips and suggestions are not technical legal matters; just ideas and questions for you to consider to help
make the selling process a bit easier.
We simply want to help you do things well.
Special thanks
We would like to thank our clients and the network of advisers we work with who were receptive to this initiative
and were prepared to share their insights to help develop this booklet. Your thoughts and ongoing support are
greatly appreciated by all at Ash St. Legal & Advisory.
Ash St. Corporate and M&A
The Ash St. Corporate and M&A Team is led by Peter Shaw, who has over 25 years’ experience running mergers
and acquisitions, helping business owners realise the value of their business, from start-up enterprises to public
M&A and IPOs and everything in between.

To help you make good decisions
The Team has worked extensively with various businesses on merger acquisitions and helping people sell their
businesses.
Sectors they have worked in include:
services sectors - for example white collar and professional services, consulting and contracting businesses
agribusiness
heavy industry and logistics
HR/recruitment/executive search
leisure and hospitality
The Team is also very familiar with cross-border transactions and engaging with oﬀ-shore buyers. They deal
extensively with corporations and advisors and clients from Asia, North-America, Western Europe and the UK.
Some industry recognition
Peter and his Team are highly regarded in the Corporate and M&A space and more recently
shortlisted for the Mergermarket’s M&A Adviser of the Year Award (2018) for a A$1.3b
acquisition by a leading North American dairy company.
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01 Are you a seller….really?
The crucial starting point is assessing your actual readiness and willingness to sell.
Ask yourself - why am I selling my business?
It is important to be realistic about the real motivation behind your decision to sell your business. Ask yourself:
Has someone approached me?
Can I see an opportunity to sell, merge, allow my business to grow beyond me?
Is it all too hard and am I too tired and worn out to go to the next stage?
It might be part of a family succession plan, perhaps business is getting tougher, perhaps prices for your type of
business are at historical highs. It doesn’t matter what it is and there is no right or wrong motivation. However, if
you can identify honestly why you are a seller, then you can start to answer some important questions. Such as:
Is there a market appetite for my business?
Are all of the owners in agreement on these and timing?
What would be an acceptable price? Is that price realistic?
How willing am I to close the process down if I can’t get what I want?
Ok, so you’re ready to sell but should you sell now?

01 Are you a seller….really?
Being mentally ready is one thing, but good timing is essential to maximise value.
Once you have tested your willingness/need to sell, you may want to consider whether you in fact should sell
now. Think about the following:
Market conditions are important. Is it a good time to sell the business from a market/buyers perspective?
Many people launch a sales process without checking market appetite. Test the market to get a better
sense of whether the time is right. If there is a genuine market interest then it is most likely a good time to
sell.
Profitable track record and demonstrable earning and revenue growth, count for a lot. Have you done what
you can with the business to showcase its viability and value?
Sale processes are time consuming, disruptive and attract public attention, can your business aﬀord that
distraction at this time?
Our thoughts…
Rarely do you know when it’s the absolute right time to sell. Preferably you should not sell unless you have to. You may also be
better off being approached and bought than going out to market to find a buyer. However, life happens and circumstances
intervene. So it helps to keep the following in mind:

- always be ready to sell and have the business prepared for sale as best you can;
- selling a business is disruptive. You need to think carefully about how you will keep the business running smoothly and at the
same time give the time and attention to the transaction it will demand of you; and
- are you able to test the market yourself? Do you have contacts or peers to help you test the market? Sometimes a corporate
adviser can be beneficial.
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02 What are you selling? Who is it valuable to?
This seems liked a very basic question but there is merit in asking this. Stop and think about what it is about your
business that makes it attractive to a buyer:
Identify the true value of your business
Be realistic about the true value of your business - instigate an independent valuation that can set a market
value price but also highlight strengths and weaknesses.
Unlock additional value for the right buyer
What are the strengths of an opportunities for your business? Can you do something to shore them up?
This will also help to identify who the likely buyers are and which of your business’ strengths would be
valuable to a strategic buyer.
What are the weaknesses of your business (will these dilute the value)? Can you do something to tighten
up these weaknesses?
Which buyers will not care so much about the weaknesses?
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Address roadblocks to unlock value
Be aware that people do not like buying risk and most would rather buy assets rather than shares in a private
company. So structurally and tax wise, do you know what that means for you, are you selling assets or
shares?
If you are selling assets, have you considered the following questions all of which go to the value of your
business:
How hard is it to move a key contract? Key people? A key license or permit?
How long might it take?
Can you rely on the buyer being the right person to facilitate that transfer?
Price, price and price
Are you being oﬀered the right price for your business?

H

aving trouble locating a
valuer specific to your
industry? We may be
able to assist you.
Contact us for more.

Our thoughts…

-

Independent valuation will provide you with a guide on the real value of your business
Thinking about strengths and weaknesses of your business will help you create more value for the right buyer
Identifying the structure of the deal will allow you to unlock more value provided you can address the roadblocks
Knowing the price you are willing to accept for your business will make negotiations more meaningful
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03 Which buyer is the right fit for your business & team?
Ultimately, business are about the people who turn up every day to make things happen - whether they are
customers, employees or suppliers. If, like most business owners, you are about these people, you will want to
make sure that they are looked after once the sale process has completed.
The right buyer will be the one that ensures your customers and your staﬀ will stay with the business. It is also
important to consider the impact of the sale process and any sale on your supplier relationships, particularly
those that are critical to your business and/or diﬃcult to replace.
Customers
You may want to think about how your existing customers might react to your business being sold. Many
business owners will (and should) know well in advance who their likely trade buyers are, it is worth considering
the various pros and cons of the possible known options. Sometimes, one buyer or a particular sale structure will
be more appealing to key customers than another.
It is also a good idea to look at the terms of your key customer agreements, and, if possible, lock customers into
long-term contracts which can be novated or assigned as part of the sale. Giving potential buyers certainty that
key customers won’t all disappear once you’re out of the picture will improve your chances of securing the right
buyer…at the right price.
You may also want to consider whether you are willing to stay working in the business for a transition period after
the sale, and, if growth is key to the business, whether its possible (and desirable) to include an earn-out
provision in the sale documentation. Customers that experience a smooth transition from one business owner to
another are far less likely to complain - leaving those left in the business free to get on with running it, and you
more likely to see the upside of any earn-out arrangement!
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Your team
Happy employees are key to any successful business, so it’s important to consider which potential buyer will
provide the best ‘new home’ for your people.
One of the biggest reasons mergers and acquisitions fail is that the cultures of organisations brought together by
the sale aren’t compatible so the potential synergies that made doing the deal attractive in the first place are
never realised. When choosing a buyer, think about the entity’s core values, organisational purpose, leadership
style, decision making, communication and conflict style. This will help you identify any buyers you should walk
away from, and stay ahead of any cultural conflicts that could destroy business value.
We’re all human. Employees will be concerned about what the sale means for them, including the impact on their
career progression. The sale process should be managed sensitively and with as much certainty and
transparency that you can comfortably provide to minimise business disruption and keep your team engaged and
enthused.
Suppliers
Supplier agreements can make or break a business. Choosing a buyer that will maintain good relationships with
your suppliers will ensure the business continues to get the best possible deals and keeps running smoothing.
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04 Selling may not be your only option.
If you’re not keen on selling but are interested in transitioning your business, you may want to consider
listing on a stock exchange (IPO).
It ultimately depends on the size and life stage of your business and what you believe to be in the best interests of
the shareholders and the business.
Before entering into such an arrangement, you may want to think about the following:
are you prepared to transfer some but not all of your interests in the business?
does your business have enough free cashflow to fund an IPO?
does your business need more capital to fund its growth strategy?
do you have an understanding of the extra compliance and administrative obligations and costs that being a
listed entity will entail?
If your answer is YES and depending on your goals, an IPO may result in the following:
formalising and structuring communication, governance, decision making and business growth strategy;
raising new capital and unlocking a broad range of corporate strategies including mergers, acquisitions and
joint ventures; and
increasing the investment profile of the company generating a real-time realisation of value creation.
Depending on the size of your business, there are a few options available to you when it comes to listing on a
stock exchange. You many want to explore this a little more to ensure you have chosen the right path.
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Stock exchange listing options:
The ASX
The Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) supports early stage and mature companies for listing. To be eligible for an
ASX IPO, the following is required:
a minimum of 300 shareholders with a share parcel at market value of A$2,000;
a minimum of 20% in free float; and
a company size of A$1m, A$4m or A$15m depending on a profit or assets test approach.
For more information, visit the asx.com.au
The NSX
The National Stock Exchange of Australia (NSX) have suitable frameworks in place to help small to medium
businesses list. To be eligible for an NSX IPO, the following is required:
a minimum of 50 shareholders with a share parcel at market value of $A2,000;
a minimum of 25% in free float; and
a two-year track record of operations.
For more information, visit nsx.com.au
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So you are ready to sell your business - how much tidying up needs to happen first?
Let’s face it, no one ever puts away all their toys neatly in the cupboard and there are always bits of Lego that
have gone missing. However, advisers the world over will tell you that doubt destroys value and time kills deals.
Pre-sale tidying up and ongoing ‘housekeeping’ is critical to minimise uncertainties and unknowns and is key to a
fast clean sales process. Your aim here is to have all relevant information at hand to remove any unnecessary
distractions and noise that could adversely impact or delay the sales process.
Take the time to get your paperwork and accounting in good order: every buyer does due diligence. They all
want to see financial records and key contracts and arrangements with customers, suppliers, staﬀ, landlords, etc.
The more clear data a potential buyer gets about your business and how it is run, the more at ease with the
purchase decision they will be and the quicker they can act. Gaps and inconsistencies in data can trigger out as
well as slow down the entire sales process. You don’t want buyers starting to ask themselves “what else is
missing/being hidden from me?”.
Also, the more you clean up, the easier it is to identify important matters that haven’t been addressed - should I
have formally renewed that key customer or supplier contract? Where is the most recent employment contract for
the head of sales? Why don’t I have a copy where he/she has signed it? Did the landlord ever give us back a copy
of the signed lease renewal and the incentive deed?
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So consider…
are there any legacy issues or loose ends that
need to be tidied up?
are all of your records, filings and tax returns up to
date?
are there any gaps or inconsistencies in your
records and filings?
have you normalised your accounts so that private
expenses that went through the business (like the
jet boat, school fees or the racehorse) are
excised?

Our thoughts…
Have your documentation in good order before the sale
process begins.
Gaps and inconsistencies in records and other
documentation discovered during the sale process may
slow things down and cause the buyer to reconsider
price or the deal itself: if you are well prepared then it is
also much simpler to gear up for a sale and negotiate a
good exit at a good price.
A due diligence checklist and preparation of a data room
can be a really valuable aide in getting it altogether and
identifying gaps.
If you haven’t got all your data in order, don’t worry, but
recognise how burdensome and disruptive the due
diligence process can be. Getting all ‘the ducks lined up’
and with the help of advisors who are used to doing this,
ahead of time, can make a lot of sense and minimise a lot
of disruption.
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Have you thought about whose help you need in the sales process?
Our experience is that even for the most organised and eﬃcient owners of a business, the process is made
simpler and smarter if you have:
the buy in of key staﬀ;
clear early advice from tax and accounting advisers on any tidy up issues and on the optimal structure for the
sale; there are many ways to structure deals and a trusted, experienced advisor can help maximise value and
provide a workable structure around the issues pertinent to your business; and
assistance of competent and experienced advisers who know your business and who you trust to help you
with the process and negotiations - people you respect and will listen to as well as being people who will
listen to you during the sale process.
Do not underestimate transaction risk factors! Business goodwill is intangible - it can be damaged through the
process and that can be especially problematic for you, especially problematic if it does not sell - managing
transaction risk is really critical.

Ash St. can help you.
Everyone has their own definition of success
but we value the role that we play for our
clients in helping with what they have set out to
achieve.

Our Corporate and M&A Team are really great at:

- setting up, restructuring or closing businesses;
- buying and selling or investing in assets,
businesses and companies;

The sales process can be distracting and time
consuming for the individuals working within
the business so it’s quite important to have
people on your team whom you like, trust and

- raising equity capital;
- lending or borrowing managing financial
relationships;

- recovering negotiating or restructuring outstanding
are pragmatic, commercial advisers;

debt;

will help you minimise pressures on staﬀ; and

- overseeing interactions with directs and board/

are skilled and experienced in buying and
selling businesses.

- managing shareholder engagements;

advising boards;

- engaging with employees and contractors;
- interacting with landlords, lessees and managing
For a no obligation confidential discussion,
please contact Ash St. Legal & Advisory to
find out how we can help.
W: ashstreet.com.au
P: +61 2 8651 8700
E: info@ashstreet.com.au

real estate interests;

- negotiations with key stakeholders;
- brand, IP and IT protection; and
- communicating and managing government and
regulator interactions.

The information set out in this booklet is general guidance only and is not intended to be relied on as a
substitute for legal advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards
Legislation.

